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Preface

The last six years since the publication of the first edition of *Essential Urologic Laparoscopy: The Complete Clinical Guide* have marked continued improvements in technology and further refinement of techniques that have gained popularity in the field of urology. The most noteworthy technological advance since the first edition of this book is the use of the da Vinci robot to assist in surgical dissection and laparoscopic suturing in the pelvis and retroperitoneum. A wealth of literature confirming the benefits of the laparoscopic approach in urology and easy access to this information via the Internet have created an even greater demand for acquiring the knowledge and expertise to perform these operations. This has further accentuated the educational burden to provide training and resources for practicing urologists who wish to offer these procedures to their patients.

The purpose of the second edition of *Essential Urologic Laparoscopy* is to provide a practical, updated, step-by-step guide for initiating, maintaining, and expanding a successful practice in urologic laparoscopy and robotic surgery. In this edition, we have also added full descriptive sections on robotic-assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy and pyeloplasty. Three new chapters providing concise, yet rich descriptions of the techniques of laparoscopic retroperitoneal lymph node dissection, renal ablation, and the hand-assisted approach to laparoscopic cystectomy have also been added. Once again, each chapter is organized into pre- and postoperative care, key surgical steps, common pitfalls, and take home messages. Each contributing author was specifically selected for his or her expertise in performing the described procedure.

An updated chapter on starting a laparoscopic as well as a robotic practice including establishing institutional privileges is also provided. The popular cross-referenced instrumentation chapter and individualized procedural instrumentation lists are once again included to enable the second edition of *Essential Urologic Laparoscopy* to serve as a reference guide for surgeons and their operating room personnel. The book concludes with a chapter on complications including informed consent and the more common complications occurring during robotic-assisted laparoscopic procedures.

It is our hope that the second edition of *Essential Urologic Laparoscopy* will provide a step-by-step manual to create and maintain a successful urologic laparoscopic and robot-assisted laparoscopic practice. The updated and new chapters as well as the sections on robotics are written as a clear and concise reference guide that should remain applicable for many years to come.

Sean P. Hedican, MD, and Stephen Y. Nakada, MD
The University of Wisconsin Medical School,
Madison, Wisconsin
July 2009
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1. Robotic-Assisted Prostatectomy
   a. Incision of Endopelvic Fascia  (corresponding video —> Endopelvic.mpg)
   b. Bladder Neck Dissection
      i. Non-sparing  (corresponding video —> BN nonsparing.mpg)
      ii. Sparing  (corresponding video —> BN sparing.mpg)
      iii. Ideal anatomic dissection  (corresponding video —> Excellent BN.mpg)
   c. Dissection of Vasa and Seminal Vesicles  (corresponding video —> vas and sv.mpg)
   d. Dissection of Left Neurovascular Bundle  (corresponding video —> Left NS.mpg)
   e. Division and Securing Dorsal Venous Complex  (corresponding video —> DVC division.mpg)
   f. Urethra-vesical Anastomosis  (corresponding video —> anastomosis.mpg)

2. Laparoscopic Live Kidney Donation
   a. AVI formatted file  (corresponding video —> LapdonorNx (AVI).avi)
   b. WMV formatted file  (corresponding video —> LapdonorNx (WMV).wmv)
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